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Abstract
Objectives: The Joint Commission mandates that six components be present in all U.S. hospital
discharge summaries. Despite the critical importance of discharge summaries in care transitions
and patient safety, no studies have examined how well discharge summaries adhere to Joint
Commission standards. Methods: Joint Commission-mandated discharge summary components
were specifically defined and abstracted from discharge summaries for all hip fracture, stroke,
and cancer patients discharged directly to subacute care facilities from a large Midwestern
academic hospital between 2003 and 2005 (N = 599). Results: Preliminary results show that
most (88-100 percent) discharge summaries included five of the six Joint Commission
components. The remaining component, “patient’s discharge condition,” was included the least
often (79-90 percent). Conclusions: Overall, discharge summaries adhere well to Joint
Commission discharge summary component standards. However, given the discharge summary’s
pivotal communication role in care transitions, even a small frequency of omitted patient
discharge condition information is a concern and may affect patient safety.

Introduction
Hospital discharge summaries serve as the primary documents communicating a patient’s care
plan to the post-hospital care team. 1, 2 Often, the discharge summary is the only form of
communication that accompanies the patient to the next setting of care.1 High-quality discharge
summaries are generally thought to be essential for promoting patient safety during transitions
between care settings, particularly during the initial post-hospital period.1, 3, 4, 5
The Joint Commission has established standards (Standard IM.6.10, EP 7) outlining the
components that each hospital discharge summary should contain. 6 These components are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reason for hospitalization.
Significant findings.
Procedures and treatment provided.
Patient’s discharge condition.
Patient and family instructions (as appropriate).
Attending physician’s signature.
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However, no clear and specific definition exists in the published literature for these components.
Additionally, it is not clear to what extent these standards are met in hospital discharge
summaries.
We are conducting a study designed to examine the completeness of discharge summary
documentation in a large Midwestern academic hospital for patients discharged to subacute care
facilities. In this paper, we provide an overview of the study methods, including definitions for
the Joint Commission-mandated discharge summary components, and preliminary results
regarding the prevalence of the Joint Commission-mandated components within study discharge
summaries.

Methods
Study Sample
We identified all patients older than 18 years of age who were discharged from a single large
Midwestern academic hospital (N = 612) to subacute care facilities (i.e., nursing homes or
rehabilitation centers) with primary diagnoses of lung/colorectal/breast/prostate cancer, stroke, or
pelvis/hip/femur fracture during the years 2003, 2004, and 2005. We focused on the subacute
care patient population because they represent a vulnerable group of patients who are often
unable to advocate for themselves and who are at high risk for adverse outcomes. 7
Major cancers, stroke, and hip fracture were chosen because they represent some of the most
common and complex diagnoses for geriatric patients in subacute care.7, 8 Eligible subjects with
discharges to subacute care facilities during 2003, 2004, and 2005 were identified by use of
administrative data compiled on a mandatory basis by hospital case managers for all patients in
the study hospital prior to discharge. Internal testing of this system by the study hospital found
approximately 99 percent reliability of this field.
Primary diagnoses were established using the International Classification of Diseases, 9th edition
(ICD-9) diagnosis code in the first position on the acute hospitalization discharge diagnosis list
in the study hospital billing records. ICD-9 diagnosis codes of 153, 153.0-153.9, 154, 154.1
(colon and rectal), 162, 162.0-162.9 (lung), 174, 174.0-174.9 (breast), 185, 185.0-185.9
(prostate) were used to identify cancer diagnoses; 9, 10 431, 432, 434, 436 codes were used to
identify stroke;10, 11, 12 and 805.6, 805.7, 806.6, 806.7, 808, 820 codes were used to identify hip
fracture. 13, 14, 15
A small number of subjects experienced more than one hospitalization meeting eligibility criteria
during the 2003 to 2005 timeframe. Each of these hospitalizations was treated as a separate event
(17 subjects contributed 2 discharge summaries to the study). During the abstraction process,
patients were excluded if they did not have a discharge summary (N = 5) or if the abstractor
deemed that it was clear from the discharge summary that the patient did not go to a subacute
care facility (N = 5); did not have primary diagnoses of cancer, stroke, or hip fracture (N = 2); or
if the patient had been discharged on hospice (N = 1). One cancer patient, eight stroke patients,
and four hip fracture patients were excluded.
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Discharge summaries were obtained from the study hospital’s electronic medical record system
and formatted so that they were identical in line/page length to the discharge summaries sent to
patients’ care providers after acute hospitalization. The Institutional Review Board at the
University of Wisconsin approved this study.
This paper presents the preliminary results after 44 percent (266/599) of the total sample of
eligible discharge summaries had been reviewed, abstracted and analyzed.

Variables
The Joint Commission-mandated discharge summary components do not have specific,
operationalized definitions published for abstraction purposes. Therefore, to increase abstraction
reliability for this project, specific definitions for each component were arrived at via consensus
among two physicians and one geriatric nurse practitioner. Each component definition was then
included within an abstraction instruction manual, which abstractors had available to them
during the abstraction process and from which they were trained. The presence or absence of all
Joint Commission-mandated components was abstracted from each discharge summary. The
total page number was also counted for each summary.

Abstraction Process
To optimize abstraction reliability, a standardized protocol was used to train medical record
abstractors and to abstract clinical data from medical records. 16 Discharge summaries were
abstracted onto paper abstraction forms by two medical abstractors (one geriatric nurse
practitioner and one geriatric physician). An abstraction manual was created and included sample
eligibility criteria and specific definitions for each discharge summary component to be
abstracted (as defined via the process described above). Additionally, detailed instructions for
each item in the abstraction form were included in the manual.
Prior to the initiation of formal abstraction, two half-day training sessions were conducted,
during which each abstractor received a study overview, reviewed the manual, and abstracted 20
nonstudy (“training”) discharge summaries onto the study abstraction form. The abstraction
results for each training discharge summary were compared. For items with discrepancies, the
abstractors discussed the reasons for their particular answers until a consensus was reached, and
a uniform approach for abstraction was adopted. For each of these items, the manual was
updated to reflect the consensus uniform approach.
During the formal study, after every 100 study discharge summaries had been completed, 10
percent of each abstractor’s discharge summaries were re-abstracted by a second abstractor to
measure reliability. The abstractors convened at least monthly to discuss difficult abstraction
items and those items with low reliability (i.e., low percentage agreement and kappa <0.8) so that
a consensus approach could be reached. After each of these discussions, the manual was updated
to reflect the adopted approach.
After each update, new copies of the manual were given to the abstractors for their reference. As
the abstraction forms were completed, data were transferred by trained data entry technicians
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from the paper forms into a standardized Microsoft Excel® 2002 template and were then cleaned.
Possible errors flagged during data cleaning were returned to the abstractors for correction or
notation as to why the original information was correct.

Analysis
Analyses were performed using SAS® version 9.1 and Stata® version 9.0. All confidence
intervals (CI) and significance tests were significant at P < 0.05. The kappa statistic and percent
agreements were calculated to measure abstraction reliability. 17, 18

Results
Discharge Summary Characteristics and Joint Commission
Component Definitions
A total of 599 eligible subjects were identified; 44 percent of discharge summaries were
abstracted by the time of this report, with 20 cancer, 112 stroke, and 121 hip fracture patient
discharge summaries included in this analysis. Discharge summaries averaged 3.6 pages (SD =
1.0) in length. Stroke patients had the longest [3.6 (1.2)] and cancer patients had the shortest [3.2
(0.5)] discharge summary lengths (Table 1).
Table 1. Discharge summary sample characteristics (N = 253)
Characteristics
Number of discharge summaries
Page length [mean (SD)]
Page number range

Stroke

Hip Fracture

Cancer

112

121

20

3.6 (1.2)

3.6 (0.8)

3.2 (0.5)

2-9

2-6

2-4

All Joint Commission-mandated discharge summary components were defined using the
consensus process noted in the methods section. Definitions were created using common terms
found in medical documentation (Table 2):
1. “Reason for hospitalization” was defined as chief complaint and/or history of present illness.
2. “Significant findings” was defined as primary diagnoses.
3. “Procedures and treatment provided” was defined as hospital course and/or hospital consults
and/or hospital procedures.
4. “Patient’s discharge condition” was defined as any documentation that gives a sense for how
the patient is doing at discharge or the patient’s health status on discharge.
5. “Patient and family instructions (as appropriate)” was defined as discharge medications
and/or activity orders and/or therapy orders and/or dietary instructions and/or plans for
medical followup.
6. “Attending physician’s signature” was defined as an electronic or physical signature of the
attending physician on the discharge summary.
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Table 2.

Joint Commission-mandated component definitions

Joint Commission-mandated components

Consensus definition
Chief complaint (any description of the patient’s primary
presenting condition); AND/OR

Reason for hospitalization

Significant findings

History of present illness (a description of a patient’s initial
presentation to the hospital admission including a description
of the initial diagnostic evaluation)
Primary diagnoses (admission/discharge diagnoses noted in
the discharge summary)
Hospital course (a description of the events occurring to a
patient during his/her hospital stay); AND/OR

Procedures and treatment provided

Hospital consults (a description of surgical, medical, other
specialty or allied health consults a patient experienced as
an inpatient or a specific statement that “no consults”
occurred); AND/OR
Hospital procedures (a description of surgical, invasive, noninvasive, diagnostic or technical procedures a patient
experienced as an inpatient or a specific statement that “no
procedures” occurred)

Patient’s discharge condition

Any documentation that gives a sense for how the patient is
doing at discharge or the patient's health status on discharge
Discharge medications (a listing of all discharge medications
OR a statement noting that admission medications are
unchanged AND a listing of admission medications OR a
statement noting that admission medications are unchanged
except for a specific number of medications AND a listing of
the altered medications AND a listing of admission
medications); AND/OR
Activity orders (orders for a patient’s activity level upon
hospital discharge); AND/OR

Patient/family Instructions (as appropriate)

Therapy orders (orders for physical or occupational therapy
are present within the discharge summary or a reason is
documented as to why such orders are not present);
AND/OR
Dietary instructions (a listing of a patient’s recommended
dietary intake); AND/OR
Plans for medical followup (designation of a specific
professional, professional type, or clinic for medical followup
AND/OR a specific listing of appointment dates and times for
medical followup AND/OR a specific timeframe for medical
followup)

Attending physician’s signature

An electronic or physical signature of the attending physician
on the discharge summary
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Prevalence of Joint Commission-Mandated Discharge Summary
Components
In general, Joint Commission-mandated components were commonly included in study
discharge summaries (Table 3). Four of the six Joint Commission-mandated components were
included in virtually all discharge summaries (99 to 100 percent). These included “reason for
hospitalization,” “significant findings,” “procedures and treatment provided,” and
“patient/family instructions (as appropriate).” The “attending physician’s signature” component
was included in 88 to 95 percent of discharge summaries, with hip fracture discharge summaries
exhibiting the lowest and cancer discharge summaries exhibiting the highest inclusion rates. The
remaining component, “patient’s discharge condition,” was included in 79 to 90 percent of
discharge summaries, depending on disease type. “Patient’s discharge condition” was the
component included the least often in stroke, hip fracture, and cancer patient discharge
summaries.
Table 3.

Prevalence of Joint Commission-mandated components in study
discharge summaries (N = 253)
Frequency of inclusion (%)
Stroke
(N = 112)

Joint Commission-mandated components

Hip fracture
(N = 121)

Cancer
(N = 20)

1. Reason for hospitalization

99

99

100

2. Significant findings

99

99

100

100

100

100

4. Patient’s discharge condition

79

83

90

5. Patient/family instructions (as appropriate)

99

100

100

6. Attending physician’s signature

91

88

95

3. Procedures and treatment provided

Discussion
Despite the critical role that discharge summaries play in care transitions1, 4 and the existence of
Joint Commission standards mandating certain discharge summary components,6 ours is the first
study to specifically define and document the prevalence of Joint Commission components in
U.S. discharge summaries. Overall, preliminary results demonstrate that the discharge summaries
within our sample adhere well to most of the Joint Commission standards. However, given the
discharge summary’s pivotal communication role in care transitions, even a small frequency of
omitted patient discharge condition information is a concern and may influence patient safety.
In this study, we offer reliable, specific, consensus-based definitions of each JointCommission
component. Remarkably, we are the first study group to do so. These definitions can be utilized
to reliably and specifically abstract discharge summaries to document compliance with Joint
6

Commission standards. Reliable and specific definitions such as these will be helpful in ensuring
adequate, reproducible assessments of discharge summary completeness in the future.
The high rate of adherence to five of the six Joint Commission component standards for
discharge summaries within our sample is likely due to two major factors. First, the Joint
Commission-mandated components are extremely broad/general. With minimal documentation,
it is simple for a practitioner to meet the Joint Commission component standards. A recent
systematic review noted that studies that have examined recommended discharge summary
components more specific than those mandated by the Joint Commission have found relatively
high rates of omission.1, 2, 19 However, the vast majority of studies referenced in this review were
conducted within British and Canadian health care systems. Additional research is needed to
verify if similar omission patterns exist in U.S. discharge summaries. Secondly, the Joint
Commission standards themselves affect practice patterns substantially. It is likely that discharge
summary creation may be carried out in a manner specifically designed to meet the Joint
Commission criteria. This theory would suggest that a modification of the Joint Commission
discharge summary component standards might be instrumental in changing U.S. discharge
summary documentation practices.
The relatively high omission rate of the “patient’s discharge condition” Joint Commission
standard we observed could have important implications for subacute care patients’ care plans
and health outcomes. Ideally, such information allows the subacute care team to understand the
patient’s health and functional status at the time of hospital discharge, enabling the team to better
identify worrisome early changes in a vulnerable patient they otherwise do not know well.
Within the subacute care population, such information is especially important because these
patients are often unable to advocate for or provide medical information about themselves. They
are an extremely medically complicated and vulnerable population, highly reliant upon the health
care system to transmit information regarding their condition and care plan. Multiple experts
have recommended that detailed information concerning the patient’s discharge condition be
included in all hospital discharge summaries.1, 5, 20 Nevertheless, no evidence has been published
to document the actual impact an omission of this nature has on patient health and safety
outcomes.
From our data, it is clear that adherence to the discharge condition standard varies considerably
across primary disease types, with cancer and stroke patients having the highest and lowest
adherence rates, respectively. Cancer, hip fracture, and stroke patients are often cared for by
physicians of different specialty types (i.e., internists, orthopedists, and neurologists). As
physicians author the majority of discharge summaries—even though they usually receive little
or no training in the creation of discharge summaries during medical school—it is possible that
differences in formal or informal discharge summary training during residency account for the
variation observed here. Alternatively, differences in the resources provided to a particular type
of provider during discharge summary creation, such as dedicated time, medical record
availability, and multidisciplinary team support, may also play a role. Additional research in this
area would be helpful to guide the design of a targeted intervention to improve discharge
summary communication.
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The lower rate of adherence to the “patient’s discharge condition” Joint Commission standard
noted in this study does not seem to have been reflected as a common deficiency in the Joint
Commission accreditation process. Although the Joint Commission has a renewed focus on
within-institution (i.e., intra-institutional) transitions and documents the quality of these
transitions using the patient tracer methodology, less attention has been paid to betweeninstitution (i.e., inter-institutional) transitions. 21 Therefore, enforcement of the Joint
Commission standards likely echoes this pattern of focus and may affect the enforcement of
discharge summary standards.
Given the general nature of the Joint Commission discharge summary component standards, it
remains unclear whether such standards are sufficient to maximize patient safety during care
transitions. Many experts advocate for inclusion of more specific components in discharge
summaries.1, 2, 3, 5, 19, 20, 22, 23 Omission of information regarding pending tests and plan of care at
discharge, in particular, has been shown to have an impact on post-hospital patient care plans and
physician practice behavior but has not been linked directly to post-hospital patient safety and
health outcomes. 24, 25 Future research needs to address the impact specific discharge summary
components—such as discharge medications, plan of care, pending tests, and medical
followup—have on post-hospital patient safety and health outcomes.
The primary limitations of this study relate to its preliminary nature and overall generalizability.
Given that these results are based on a subset of our total sample, including only a very small
number of primary cancer patients, our results regarding the discharge summary component
frequencies may change slightly as the full sample abstraction is completed. However, thus far in
our abstraction process, the inclusion rates of Joint Commission components have been largely
stable. Since this work was completed using discharge summaries at a single large Midwestern
academic institution, it is unclear whether these results are representative of other academic or
community health care facilities in the United States. Additional research to examine the
discharge summaries generated at other U.S. health care institutions is necessary to know
whether the results presented here can be replicated. Our component definitions were based on
input from a consensus panel of physicians and one geriatric nurse practitioner. Inclusion of
additional multidisciplinary viewpoints may result in some alteration of the definitions reached.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is possible to reliably and specifically abstract Joint Commission-mandated
components from discharge summaries. Most discharge summaries in our sample adequately
meet most of the Joint Commission standards. The Joint Commission-mandated component of
“patient’s discharge condition” is most often omitted, and the impact such omissions have on
patient safety during transitions of care is unclear. Additionally, whether the Joint Commission
standards are sufficient to maximize patient safety during the highly vulnerable period of a care
transition remains unknown.
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